
Repairs Development Intern
Starting: February 2023

Based in Amsterdam

Do you love being at the forefront of social change? Then join the team!

Hi there! Makers Unite family is growing fast and now we have our sister organization the United
Repair Centre for which we are looking for an enthusiastic Product Repair Development intern to
support us!

Who we are:
The United Repair Centre provides an alternative to buying new by offering clothing repair services
for brands. As a cross-industry collaboration between apparel brands, consultancy groups,
government agencies, NGOs, and education institutions, we strive to make clothing repair the new
norm.

We believe that we can make a difference in reducing textile waste while benefiting local
communities. With the United Repair Centre, we strive to support the talent of people who might face
difficulties in accessing the labour market.
At the same time, we strive to create a positive social impact by providing training and employment
opportunities to newcomers with refugee backgrounds, young adults and other job seekers.

All of our repair experts are newcomers with refugee backgrounds and young adults so that they can
tap their full potential within the textile industry.

Your tasks:

- Perform quality controls on the executed repairs
- Keep track of administration, including repair times, activities, billing and transport
- Communicate with the clients, concerning progress of and issues with repairs
- Assist brainstorming for future projects & expansion
- Execute (small) repairs to assist tailors
- Give insights of production during team meetings, addressing progress and challenges
- Presenting data on progress and challenges of production during weekly meetings

What we offer

- An inspiring international group of colleagues all willing to share their knowledge and learn
from you

- Space for your input
- Insight into the way of working of a social organization
- 300,- Euro per month compensation, based on a 5-day working week
- Transportation cost subsidy when more than 12 Kilometers commuting

If you think we are a match, send your motivation letter and resumé (CV) to
letsrepair@unitedrepaircentre.com, with the subject line ‘United Repair Centre Intern
Application’.
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